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1.

my body

built for labor

can hardly stand in the july heat

.



2.

There is a plot of land between 		

sane/insane and that is where i 		

built my house

I gave you a new name

Sex

I mean &amp; Dying The word

wom an and back again and no

it never stops



3.

Yes i am awake

Touch

me i am ready it’s not that big of a

deal but i am obviously no longer

interested in —

It’s like this it’s like that which

tends to clog drains it’s like that

which tends to drip

you are so wet, you can have it

since you already know what it

feels like, and i know what it’s like

to apply too much memory,

making my hands slippery



			4.

			my disappearance

			my mute body



						.



5.

i went into the ceiling and i found

my porous boundary

what i see over there, Molten hard

rubbery &amp; thick

.

nobody has to teach me anything

but if you go through an entire

bottle of tea tree oil it must mean

something is wrong with you



6.

secretly i open the window at night

i think you’re

and you’re —

i want something achievable

and you smelled like piss the

entire week that i knew you



coming home if i am not needing

you

and i don’t need my pearl ring

because something already glows

in between my fingers

rolling it on my knuckles like i’ll

never lose it



7.

slowly revealing myself, to

yourself and a knuckle

on my lip, and it starts with—

i am evil so you shouldn’t touch

me. if you prick your finger and

drag it across my skin

you might find sickness in the

shallow pools on my back

it is very still and subsequently

convincing

all that matters is that i like it and

nobody can stop me

but also nobody will stop and

touch my stream



8.

this is something with which i 		

saturate myself about eight

years later

those who are not saturated

dream that you squeeze those

big red bumps on the bottom of

my forearm, and

hardly ever mention the smell



9.

if you are born with it

then it must stay there

.

you say,

a new thing on my bed and i like it

anger is the only energy, the only

thing that propels me out of it

now i can make any claim,

any claim that i want to make

there are no bones inside my body

you collect evidence

so off you chew my finger like

winona ryder in girl, interrupted



10.

not a person,

/ a haunted object

.

what is normal what is normalcy

what is good is it a ponytail?



11.

sometimes i don’t want to look at

myself so instead i go blind. still i

can feel the weight of some gaze

on top of me and i realize that all

weight is the same.

there is always a man in the

house even if there isn’t one—

let me tell you all the stories

i know about strange men hiding

in attics not their own,

for this reason when i am eleven

i am not allowed to wear my blue

tank top it’s very catholic in here

and also haunted



12.

i step on the pile of dirt but

everything is still your fault

we both want the giant man who

looms behind me to grab the

back of my head and smash it

on the breakfast room table



13.

he talks about fish while she pours

milk down his throat

a murder is about to be solved

meanwhile you look like you’ve

been ridden hard and put away wet



14.

maybe they’re dead to each other



.



secretly i have always loved

popcorn ceilings. secretly i chip

away at the white paint on my bed

frame and secretly there is a pile of

white paint chips under my bed



15.

what is proud what does being

proud

blood on my pillow because i sleep

on my side and last night my side

was bleeding



16.

the glass in my bed

so small i could place it on the tip

of my tongue

if you put it there and the severity

in this moment and if you put it

there

.

i’m allowed but who is letting me



17.

The power to assume pleasing

shapes

and a freezer full of girls

collected from the rock

only men are addicts so i became a

man to become an addict

now i am a boxer

and i am piecing you back together

in my nest of evil hairs

plucked from my father

.

at the hospital that night, the devil

visited everybody in their dreams

touch my evil, he said

very erotic, he said

i wish i was watching this right 			

now, he said



		18.

		 every hole on the ground is		

		 mine

		 boil something and it

		becomes yours

		

		.

		

		

		



if i am a megalomaniac,

obsessed with my own power,

it’s only because i have none



19.

we are

detailing some angelic body,

implying that there is flesh in

heaven

we bled for you. we carved from

our bodies flesh from which you

grew. we made you, we made you

back to earth —

he prays, god, take my heart of

stone and give me a heart of flesh

maybe with glue you could piece

together whatever shattered when

it fell from the sky

but would you ever finish

?



20.

he is now coming out of his

rotten gut,

next to the macrame curtains

and something his mother said

once

and my core: festering, septic,

it burst now i am filled with

poison

.

i want to be a man again

and when i am a man again i

will wither again what it means

again to be in charge again and

i’ll shrink again until i’m

nothing again but a shell of a

man once again

again again

						***

						23.



dear heaven,

a ruptured

yet totalized whole

a gash

in the center of my body

bleeds only in the symbolic

on the carpet—

an en caul birth

trembling, she looks up

a picking situation

i speak to her (in a cage):

“am i pretty enough now to eat &amp;

drink

this mask locks my skin into a

prison,

i cannot move my face



a cobweb, another cobweb a blood

clot

my arms also touch my body

do you ever look at me

can you get to that?

a rural church

…”

(no longer panicking)

“i fear this might be forever

i am so used up already

at my prime,

i could see everyone’s fate

so clearly sometimes

the future trapped behind

impenetrable glass

unchanging/ unable to be sculpted

by my hand

to be the only one who knows



now a tattered thing

that can no longer throb

if you slap me across the face

to feel something in a series of

regular beats

you wouldn’t find them.

still, corseted

and held upright

to sleep soundly

/imagine myself as a body of water

the materiality of my being

disappears into a dream

turns into vapor and caught in a

cloud

the only way i know i am real:

when somebody touches me

we both feel a halt

no single body can exist at the

same point



in time and space as another body

an ontological impossibility.”



.



when my brain was plastic—

somebody pokes a sword into my

skull

and wears me around their wrist

i am their charm

girl trapped in petal/

in tulip

nobody can puncture this fantasy

there is no punctum

/machine in my mind

builds the same objects

over and over again

turns over

onto my back

to reveal my slimy undercarriage

sends me into healing

which looks like a vortex



not the way i was born to be

but the box i was stuffed in

by you so cartoonishly

legs bent back/ chin locked with

sternum

in the hound’s maw

/ the crawlspace with the spidered

lights

where i wipe my lip clean—

Your embryo

forced to bend over

and collect

if only my skin were wood

but in life we only get one skin

...

you stick your nose into my mouth

and say, smells like fish



and when it came time to sweat

monkeys, he sweat god

i am on top of you

indicative but sexy

forearm pressed up against your

neck to choke you

cough cough in my face i feel

the apples and epochs and then

i am a murderer

.

i wake up



“I AM GOING TO MURDER YOU,”

he says

whatever happens inside a fenced

area

is most likely already sanctioned

as he cuts me open

with my last breath i say,

there are no diamonds here

what you are looking for so

violently

does not exist

...

there is no body

but come so close to (an object)

as to be or come into contact with

it—

when he kills me

and i am sprawled out, face down

naked on wet muddy ground



too soft to support a heavy body,

then i am finally natural

my perfect,

pristine feminine nature.



with a scab on my back,

let me remind you



.



later at the bog,

you visit me

my skin so bloated

and translucent

my veins rise to the surface

you look into me like a crystal ball

squeeze every pore

to see what worms out

i know now

that you are looking for answers

you rip the scab

and eat it, a piece of me



inside a soft white vignette—

we are not evil

but we feel something inside of us

knocking and collecting

just like something evil would

						***

						45.



REASONS WHY YOU MIGHT

BREAK OUT

1. Pennsylvania Opiate Epidemic



2. THE Secret Tweaker Inside of Me

3. Cold sores an indication of weak

immune system &amp; poor health

4. Withdrawal from stimulants &amp;

Partying too hard

5. Demonic Possession, DSM IV

couldn’t save you

6. Transgender SKin Cant Match Your

Insides Committing Transgressions

7. SLeeping with people with dirty

pillowcases

8. Inability to be saved

9. Touching

10. Picking



Without God

Oozing, Pustule, Squeeze Me,

Licking, Terrain on your face that

signifies life, Bodily fluid remind us of

death ... ... sometimes blood or pus,

OR acrid smell, a dead tooth, or

sometimes sex



a filthy machine

a machine that capitulates

... ...

got down on the ground and

tongue the Earth

the soft movable part of the mouth

sprung

mushy

mossy

and limp



[...]

We found him (in a tent, outside Philly)

His skin was green &amp; body smaller

than his sister only 17 years younger

than him. Bones Signify Death.

He started working at the gold store

at the mall &amp; disappeared again. Years

later he is in the hospital in a coma

after brain surgery &amp; a severe beating.

He looked like Frankenstein’s

Monster Very hard to look at because I

am young awake alive don’t want to be

reminded of the end...Bruises, wounds,

swelling stitches...Death infecting life.

.

Years later I [...] &amp; I Think of Him. I

project my experiences onto him &amp; for

a second we share the same skin.

A Monster A CReature

Unrecognizable, dying &amp;&amp; coming

back to life.



I Die and

Come Back to Life



SECRets Like a good Catholic &amp;

Recovering Alcoholic I confess my

sins &amp; ask God for forgiveness

IF I don’t shame bubbles to my

surface and I break out The side of my

mouth bleeds.

The thing that impairs the purity of a

body or object

Our Brain His &amp; Mine concave around

the same ultimate trauma Our identity

the same wound we share Half Blood

Which is our trajedy

Nobody knows My deep dark secret

Maybe this is what we are sweating out

at night Our Chemicals seeping out My

pores so I am clean again &amp; closer to

God

Our chemical secret &amp; My bodily

impurity. My high &amp; yours it costs the

same

CONFESSION I AM BReaking out I

do not say my prayer when I wake or

sleep even though it is part of my skin

care routine Please God forgive me



SKIN CARE ROUTINE

Remove Earth carefully &amp;

systematically from (my forehead) in

order to find buried remains Let’s

unpack this...My Feel Nothing Brain

feels nothing

Use Astringent to shrink pores protect

the skin to reduce bleeding &amp; become

closer to god

Refuse to be improper or unclean

Remember to always moisturize &amp; pray

[...]

Remember skin is a reflection of your

intake &amp; diet Speed demons &amp;

sugar eaters &amp; Secret Keepers share

the same Problem SKin: Bad texture,

white heads, cystic bacne, cold sores

flakey, dull, grey, dry, loss of color in

cheeks, disturbing identity, system,

order.

Bad skin an indication of evil

Or Love spelled backwards
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